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Long-Term Targets Addressed (Based on NYSP12 ELA CCLS) 

I can answer questions using specific details from the text. (RL.3.1) 

I can explain what I understand about the topic being discussed. (SL.3.1)  

I can effectively participate in a conversation with my peers and adults. (SL.3.1) 

I can use what the sentence says to help me determine what a word or phrase means. (L.3.4) 

Supporting Learning Targets Ongoing Assessment 

• I can answer questions using details from My Librarian Is a Camel.  

• I can determine the meaning of a word using clues in the text around it.   

• My Librarian Is a Camel: Questions from the Text (for 

each student’s country) 

• Working with Words: Using Context Clues 
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Agenda Teaching Notes 

1. Opening 

A. Engaging the Reader (5 minutes)  

2. Work Time  

A. Answering Text-Dependent Questions (20 minutes) 

B. Text-Dependent Questions: Sharing Good Models (10 

minutes) 

C. Working with Words: Context Clues (20 minutes) 

3. Closing and Assessment 

A. Debrief (5 minutes) 

4. Homework 

A. Share two new words from your country article from 

My Librarian is a Camel with someone at home. 

Explain how some special people help get books to 

people in the remote and hard-to-reach places in 

your country. Tell them 1-2 reasons why you would 

like to travel to the country you read about. 

• Lesson 10 is the mid-unit assessment when students will be asked to use the close reading strategies for 

informational text that have been working on in Unit 3. Students will read a new country excerpt from 

My Librarian is a Camel (Mongolia). 

• A portion of this lesson allows students an opportunity to examine answers to text-dependent questions 

for the purposes of identifying quality characteristics in those responses. Students have been working 

throughout Module 1 to build on their capacity to read complex text closely, including having the ability 

to answer questions with evidence from the text. Viewing strong models allows students to gain a deeper 

understanding of what’s expected. There is also benefit from showing students responses that are 

partially developed but in need of more development. Students could be asked to ask to identify the 

strengths evident in the response but then work to identify ways the response could be made stronger.  

• In advance: Consider which text-dependent question sample responses will be used for Work Time B. 

These could be student work from Work Time A, students’ text-dependent question work from a recent 

previous lesson, or teacher-made sample responses. Work can displayed using a document camera or 

rewritten to chart paper. There is no need to use students’ names if actual student work is being used in 

an effort to be sensitive to students’ feelings. 

• Vocabulary Word Cards are available for each of the 5 focus countries. These word cards provide the 

definitions for the more challenging vocabulary identified on the sets of text-dependent questions. The 

intent of these words cards is for use only with the more struggling students or for ELLs. This is 

because part of the lesson is working with vocabulary using context clues and many of these words are 

the same. 

• Sample answers for the text-dependent questions have been provided in Supporting Materials. These 

are possible answers but may not be completely exhaustive of all possibilities of students’ responses. 

• In Lesson 11, students will start in with the early steps toward the creation of the module performance 

task: the Accessing Books around the World bookmark. Lesson 11 has students identifying the topic of 

the informative paragraph that is a part of the bookmark. Students will also plan for their informative 

paragraph by filling out the paragraph writing graphic organizer. For struggling writers, this is a difficult 

step. Consider structuring in some time to work with these writers in advance of lesson 11 to assist them 

in the completion of their writing organizer. 
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Lesson Vocabulary Materials 

evidence, support, reason, context 

clues,  (see also specific vocabulary 

terms from each text for the Jigsaw 

groups) 

 

• Reading Informational Text anchor chart (from Lesson 7)  

• Document camera and projector 

• My Librarian Is a Camel (book; teacher copy only) 

• Excerpts from My Librarian is a Camel: Finland, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Thailand, or Zimbabwe (from previous 

lessons) 

• My Librarian Is a Camel: Questions from the Text (5 versions; one per student for their assigned country) 

• Working with Words: Using Context Clues (5 versions; one per student for their assigned country) 

• Lesson 9 Homework (one per student) 

Supplemental Materials 

• Country Vocabulary Cards (optional resource; see teaching note regarding use) 

• Answering Text-Dependent Questions Anchor Chart (for possible use in Work Time A) 

• My Librarian Is a Camel: Questions from the Text (samples for each country for teacher reference) 
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Opening Meeting Students’ Needs 

A. Engaging the Reader (10 minutes) 

• Gather the class together as a group. Revisit the Reading Informational Text anchor chart (created in Lesson 7). Ask 

students to turn and talk to a partner about what is listed on the anchor chart. Then ask students if there’s anything 

additional to add to this anchor chart. 

• Pose this question to students: “How is close reading an informational text different from close reading narrative stories?” 

•  

 

Work Time Work Time 

A. Answering Text-Dependent Questions (20 minutes) 

• Be sure students have their excerpts from My Librarian is a Camel for their country (from Lessons 7 and 8)  

• Remind students of the important close reading work they’ve done so far with the informational text, getting the gist of and 

taking notes on details from the informational text. Tell them that the next step in the close reading of informational texts is 

the same as the narratives they read: answering questions from the text. Each group will have unique questions, because the 

texts are all different (on the 5 countries).  

• Students should first read and think about the questions on their own. They can work together with a partner discussing the 

text and making notes of their evidence. Notes can be written directly on their excerpts or on sticky notes. However, they 

must answer the questions on their own.  

• Distribute My Librarian Is a Camel: Questions from the Text to each group member. Ask students to do the 

following: 

* On your own: Read and think about the questions. (2 minutes) 

* As a group or partnership: Discuss the questions and answers. (8 minutes) 

* On your own: Write your answers to the questions. (10 minutes) 

• Circulate and support students as needed. 

• It might be helpful to some students 

to refer back to an anchor chart that 

shows the structure of an answer for 

a text-dependent question: The first 

half of the answer comes from 

words in the question, and the 

second half shows evidence from the 

text.  The Answering Text-

Dependent Questions anchor chart 

was originally shared in Unit 1, 

Lesson 3 but a copy of the anchor 

chart has been included again with 

this lesson. 
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Work Time (continued) Meeting Students’ Needs 

B. Text-Dependent Questions: Sharing Strong Models (10 minutes) 

• Congratulate students on their hard work becoming close readers throughout the module! One part of that work has been 

answering text dependent questions. Have students turn-and-talk about what they do as readers to successfully answer text-

dependent questions. Listen in to their conversations and use their comments as talking points. 

• Tell students that seeing and discussing strong models of actual student work can be very powerful. Say something like: 

“Readers, seeing some strong examples of student work with answering text-dependent questions can be very helpful to all 

of you. You may see answers that strongly resemble your own which will make you feel good to know you’re on the right 

track. Or perhaps you will see some answers that are just a little more detailed than the answers you’ve been writing. These 

models could then give some ideas for how you can strengthen your responses. It’s possible as well that you may notice some 

interesting ways that other students are wording their responses that you like and might want to try. Sharing and discussing 

these model responses can be very helpful.” 

• Orient students to the story or article connected to the text-dependent question work that is being used for the activity. Use a 

document camera to project the first question from the sample work. Guide students to first closely examine the question 

without yet looking at the student response. Discuss the words from the question that would be useful to build into the first 

part of the answer. Next share the student response by displaying or posting it for students to see.  Allow students a few 

moments to reflect on the thoroughness of the response. Have students turn-and-talk about the positive aspects they see and 

recognize. All text-dependent questions should include text-based evidence. Ask students to identify the text-based evidence 

they see.  

• Continue with more sample responses, following the same steps as outlined above. 

• If student work from this class of 

students is being used, be sensitive 

to students’ feelings and consider 

removing (or covering) their names. 

• There would also be benefit to 

sharing weaker response and have 

students offer suggestions for how 

to strengthen the response. 

• Post annotated models of strong 

responses in area for students to use 

as a reference. 
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Work Time (continued) Meeting Students’ Needs 

C. Working with Words: Using Context Clues (20 minutes) 

• Tell students that they will now be working with some of the challenging vocabulary in their country articles from My 

Librarian is a Camel. Display the Building Our Word Power in My Librarian is a Camel anchor chart to remind 

students that they have been collecting a list of unfamiliar words from the informational text. 

• Distribute the My Librarian is a Camel: Using Context Clues recording form for each country to students. Tell 

students this vocabulary work is identical to work done back in Unit 2 with The Boy Who Loved Words. Remind students 

that in order to use context clues to get at word meaning, it can be useful to eliminate words that are not providing useful 

clues. Briefly read through the directions with students. Since students used a recording form with an identical format in 

Unit 2, they should be fairly comfortable with the task. 

• Students will work with their country group. If group size is a concern, these groups could be split into two smaller groups or 

students can work with a partner (from the same country). Send students out to find a work area, taking all necessary 

materials and direct them to begin. 

• Some students may struggle with 

this activity, even with the support 

of a group.  Pull these students aside 

and guide them through the steps of 

this context clues work. 

• Remind students of the Building 

Our Word Power in My Librarian is 

a Camel anchor chart 

 

Closing and Assessment Meeting Students’ Needs 

A. Debrief (5 minutes)  

• Have students meet one last time in their country group with their My Librarian is a Camel excerpts (one copy of the text per 

group if available). Direct groups to discuss the positives and negatives about living in their country. Encourage groups to 

focus on what was related in the text more so than on their opinions. Monitor groups’ discussions.  

 

 

Homework Meeting Students’ Needs 

Share two new words from your country article from My Librarian is a Camel with someone at home. Explain how some special 

people help get books to people in remote and hard-to-reach places in your country. Tell them 1-2 reasons why you would like 

to travel to the country you read about.   

• Some students may need to take 

home their country excerpts in 

order to complete the homework 

task. 
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My Librarian is a Camel: Finland 
Questions from the Text 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 
 

Finland - Watch for these important vocabulary words as you read: 

• skirts (verb) 

• archipelago (noun) 

• populated (verb) 

• scrambling (verb) 

• severe (adjective) 

• oversees (verb) 

• nomadic (adjective) 

 

1.  What languages do the people of the islands of Finland speak? Use details from the text to  

support your answer. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

2.  Why do the librarians use boats to bring books to people? Use details from the text to support 

your answer. 
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3.  In the last paragraph, what kind of people does the author describe the most? Use details from 

the text to support your answer. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  In the first paragraph, the author writes, “The archipelago, in the southwest, consists of 

thousands of rocky islands.” What does the word archipelago mean? Why do you think this? Use 

the context to help you determine the meaning of this word.  
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My Librarian is a Camel: Papua New Guinea 
Questions from the Text 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 
 

Papua New Guinea - Watch for these important vocabulary words as you read: 

• hamlet (noun) 

• remote (adjective) 

• charitable (adjective) 

• steep (adjective) 

• destination (noun) 

• ford (verb) 

• ridges (noun) 

• desperately (adverb) 

• gratefully (adverb) 

• rugged (adjective) 

 
 

1.  Where are the volunteers who bring books to people in Papua New Guinea from? Use details 

from the text to support your answer. 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

2.  In the second paragraph it says, “But the volunteers aren’t done yet.” What does the author mean 

by this sentence? Use details from the text to support your answer. 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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3.  In this article, who seems most excited when the volunteers come? Use details from the text to 

support your answer. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

4.  In the second paragraph, it says, “They ford a river in their truck and drive until they can go no 

farther.” What does the word ford mean? Why do you think this? Use the context to help you 

determine the meaning of this word.  

 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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My Librarian is a Camel: Indonesia 
Questions from the Text 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 

 

Indonesia - Watch for these important vocabulary words as you read: 

• means of transportation (noun phrase) 

• tugs (verb) 

• rummaging (verb) 

• economical (adjective) 

• promotes (verb) 

• kampongs (noun) 

 
 

1.  What is the main way people travel among the islands of Indonesia and why? Use details from 

the text to support your answer. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

2.  Why did the librarians start using containers filled with books? Use details from the text to 

support your answer. 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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3.  According to the text, what are two reasons that bicycles are a good way to transport books?  

Use details from the text to support your answer. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  In the third paragraph, it says, “They are all excited about rummaging through a new box of 

books to read.” What does the word rummaging mean? Why do you think this? Use the context to 

help you determine the meaning of this word.  
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My Librarian is a Camel: Thailand 
Questions from the Text 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 
 

Thailand - Watch for these important vocabulary words as you read: 

• literacy (adjective) 

• remote (adjective) 

• mountainous (adjective) 

• slates (noun) 

• terrain (noun) 

• transformed (verb) 

• refurbished (verb) 

 
 

1.  Why are there no schools or libraries in the Omkoi region of Thailand? Use details from the text 

to support your answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  How many people does the Books-by-Elephant program help to educate? Use details from the text 

to support your answer. 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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3.  Why did police in Bangkok create the “Library Train for Young People”? Use details from the text 

to support your answer. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Reread phrases from two sentences in this excerpt about Thailand:  

 

What does the word transformed mean? Why do you think this? Use the context to help you 

determine the meaning of this word.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

1. “ . . . old train carriages have been transformed into a library”  

 

2. “The police have even transformed the area around the train into a garden, where they 

grow herbs and vegetables.”  
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My Librarian is a Camel: Zimbabwe 
Questions from the Text 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 

Zimbabwe - Watch for these important vocabulary words as you read: 

• rural (adjective) 

• province (noun) 

• paved (adjective) 

• nurture (verb) 

• inaccessible (adjective) 

• capabilities (noun) 

• agricultural (adjective) 

• semiarid (adjective) 

• plateau (noun) 

 

1.  In the area outside of Bulawayo, how do people get from place to place? Use details from the text 

to support your answer. 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

2.  Reread paragraph 2.  

 

 

Why is using a donkey cart better than using a vehicle like a car or truck? Use details from the text to 

support your answer. 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

  

 

 

inaccessible – hard or impossible to reach 
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3.  What does the Rural Libraries and Resources Programme plan to soon bring to people in the 

rural regions? Use details from the text to support your answer. 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 
 

4.  In the fifth paragraph, it says, “Since this is an agricultural society, older readers want books on 

farming.” What does the word agricultural mean? Why do you think this? Use the context to help 

you determine the meaning of this word.  
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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My Librarian is a Camel: Finland  

Using Context Clues (pages 14-15) 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 

Directions: Look at the word in bold. Think about the text around it. Cross out any words that you 

think are not going to help to get at the meaning of the bold word. Then, think about the clue words 

that are left. Come up with a word that you think might have a similar meaning to the bold word. 

Finally, write why you think this. 

 

1. “The archipelago, in the southwest, consists of thousands of rocky islands.” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 

 

 

 

2. “Kids come scrambling down the rocky shores to collect their books.” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 
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3. “Maj-Len, the chief librarian in Pargas Stad, oversees the operation of the book 

boat.” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 

 

 

 

4. “Most Lapps are now settled, but some still lead nomadic lives and still depend on 

reindeer for food, clothes, and shelter.” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 
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My Librarian is a Camel: Papua New Guinea  

Using Context Clues (pages 24-25) 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 

Directions: Look at the word in bold. Think about the text around it. Cross out any words that you 

think are not going to help to get at the meaning of the bold word. Then, think about the clue words 

that are left. Come up with a word that you think might have a similar meaning to the bold word. 

Finally, write why you think this. 

 

1. “In Papua New Guinea, no roads lead to the remote jungle hamlets or to the 

schools that serve them.” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 

 

 

 

2. “They still have to reach a further destination deeper in the jungle…” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 
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3. “From here they must walk for four hours, up the pass and over several ridges, 

crossing log bridges…” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 

 

 

 

4. “The terrain is rugged, with deep valleys and gorges.” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text made you think this? 
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My Librarian is a Camel: Indonesia  

Using Context Clues (pages 16-17) 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 

Directions: Look at the word in bold. Think about the text around it. Cross out any words that you 

think are not going to help to get at the meaning of the bold word. Then, think about the clue words 

that are left. Come up with a word that you think might have a similar meaning to the bold word. 

Finally, write why you think this. 

 

1. “Among the many islands of Indonesia, rivers are the main means of 

transportation.”” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 

 

 

 

2. “Now the children of the villages along the river come running when the library boat 

tugs upstream.” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 
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3. “The East Java Library Board decided a bicycle was the most economical way to 

deliver books to readers”” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 

 

 

 

4. “It is the largest group of islands in the world, consisting of more than 17,500 

islands...” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 
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My Librarian is a Camel: Thailand  

Using Context Clues (pages 28-29) 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 

Directions: Look at the word in bold. Think about the text around it. Cross out any words that you 

think are not going to help to get at the meaning of the bold word. Then, think about the clue words 

that are left. Come up with a word that you think might have a similar meaning to the bold word. 

Finally, write why you think this. 

 

1. “They even have designed special metal slates that won’t break when carried on the 

elephants’ backs across the rough terrain.” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 

 

 

 

2.  “In Bangkok, the capital of Thailand, old train carriages have been transformed 

into a library.” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 
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3. “…there was a need for a safe place for street children, so they refurbished the old 
train carriages at the railway station….”    

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 

 

 

 

4. “The climate varies from season to season: dry in January and February, hot in 

March and May, wet from June to October...” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 
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My Librarian is a Camel: Zimbabwe  

Using Context Clues (pages 30-31) 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 

Directions: Look at the word in bold. Think about the text around it. Cross out any words that you 

think are not going to help to get at the meaning of the bold word. Then, think about the clue words 

that are left. Come up with a word that you think might have a similar meaning to the bold word. 

Finally, write why you think this. 

 

1. “Bulawayo is a city within the Bulawayo province in western Zimbabwe between 

North and South Matabeleand provinces.” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 

 

 

 

2. “The Rural Libraries and Resources Development Programme is hoping to nurture 

reading skills among the young people of rural Zimbabwe.” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 
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3. “Books in the native Ndebele language are very popular, as are good books from the 

West. But the children like African literature the best…” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 

 

 

 

4. “Zimbabwe , a landlocked country in southern Africa, is bordered by Botswana, 

Mozambique, South Africa, and Zambia.” 

 

What is another word that might mean the same thing? 

 

 

What clues from the text make you think this? 
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Lesson 9 Homework 

 

Name: 

Date: 

 

 

Share two new words from your country article from My Librarian is a 

Camel with someone at home. Explain how some special people help get 

books to people in the remote and hard-to-reach places in your country.  

 

Tell them 1-2 reasons why you would like to travel to the country you read 

about. 
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Answering Text Dependent Questions Anchor Chart 

 

1. Read the questions. 
 

2. Reread the text, keeping the questions in mind as you read. 
 

3. As you read, look for evidence that will help you answer the questions. 
 

4. When you find evidence, write the evidence on a sticky note making sure to 
include the question number. 

 
5. As you begin to write your answers to the questions, make sure to use words from 

the question as you start the answer and use the evidence you found to finish the 
answer. 

 
6. Reread each question and your answer to check that the questions are fully and 

correctly answered. 
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TEACHER REFERENCE 
 

Finland - Watch for these important vocabulary words as you read: 

• skirts (verb) 

• archipelago (noun) 

• populated (verb) 

• scrambling (verb) 

• severe (adjective) 

• oversees (verb) 

• nomadic (adjective) 

 

1.  What languages do the people of the islands of Finland speak? Use details from the text to 

support your answer. 

 

According to the text, the two official languages of Finland are Finnish and Swedish. Other languages spoken 

by some people in Finland are Romany and Lappish. 

 

2.  Why do the librarians use boats to bring books to people? Use details from the text to support 

your answer. 

 

Finland is known as “the land of lakes and islands.” With so many islands, boats are needed to bring things 

like books to the people living on Finland’s many islands. Children living on the islands of Finland love the 

book boat. The text said, “If the book boat didn’t come, they might not be reading at all.” 

 

3.  In the last paragraph, what kind of people does the author describe the most? Use details from 

the text to support your answer. 

 

The kind of people the author describes the most in the last paragraph are the children of Finland. She tells 

how the children are always happy when the book boat comes. The paragraph mentions that reading has 

become very important to the children and that they probably wouldn’t be reading if it wasn’t for the book boat. 

 

4.  In the first paragraph, the author writes, “The archipelago, in the southwest, consists of 

thousands of rocky islands.” What does the word archipelago mean? Why do you think this? Use 

the context to help you determine the meaning of this word.  

I think the word ‘archipelago’ might mean collection of islands. The reason I think this is the text says, “The 

archipelago, in the southwest, consists of thousands of rocky islands.” Consists of means made of so the 

archipelago is made of thousands of islands. 
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TEACHER REFERENCE  

 

Papua New Guinea - Watch for these important vocabulary words as you read: 

• hamlet (noun) 

• remote (adjective) 

• charitable (adjective) 

• steep (adjective) 

• destination (noun) 

• ford (verb) 

• ridges (noun) 

• desperately (adverb) 

• gratefully (adverb) 

• rugged (adjective) 

 

1.  Where are the volunteers who bring books to people in Papua New Guinea from? Use details 

from the text to support your answer. 

 

The volunteers who bring books to people in Papua New Guinea are from an organization called Hope 

Worldwide. Hope Worldwide is based in Philadelphia. 

 

2.  In the second paragraph it says, “But the volunteers aren’t done yet.” What does the author mean 

by this sentence? Use details from the text to support your answer. 

 

I think the sentence, “But the volunteers aren’t done yet.” means that the volunteers are going to leave Mogi-

agi and continue on their journey until they get to the village of Amia, deeper in the jungle. 

 

3.  In this article, who seems most excited when the volunteers come? Use details from the text to 

support your answer. 

 

According to this article, young people and children seem the most excited when the volunteers come bringing 

books and other necessary things like medicines. The text said that young people come running to meet the 

volunteers. Also, the photographs show a lot of children who are all smiling and looking happy and excited. 

 

4.  In the second paragraph, it says, “They ford a river in their truck and drive until they can go no 

farther.” What does the word ford mean? Why do you think this? Use the context to help you 

determine the meaning of this word.  

 

I think the word ‘ford’ means to cross or go over. I think this because if there’s a river they would need to get 

across it which they do with the truck. I can tell that the word is a verb so it’s something the truck does. I tried 

substituting the word ‘cross’ and it sounded right and made sense. “They cross a river in their truck and drive 

until they can go no farther.” 
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TEACHER REFERENCE 

 

 

Indonesia - Watch for these important vocabulary words as you read: 

• means of transportation (noun phrase) 

• tugs (verb) 

• rummaging (verb) 

• economical (adjective) 

• promotes (verb) 

• kampongs (noun) 

 

1.  What is the main way people travel among the islands of Indonesia and why? Use details from 

the text to support your answer. 

 

According to the text, rivers are the main way people travel among the islands of Indonesia. There are even 

floating libraries! One of the rivers is the Kayahan. 

 

2.  Why did the librarians start using containers filled with books? Use details from the text to 

support your answer. 

 

The librarians started using containers for the books so they could leave the containers filled with books for the 

people to read while the floating library continued on down the river bringing books to other villages. 

 

3.  According to the text, what are two reasons that bicycles are a good way to transport books?  

Use details from the text to support your answer. 

 

According to the text, bicycles are a good way to transport books because they are economical and 

environmentally friendly. The bicycles can also get down the narrow, winding roads in the cities. 

 

 

4.  In the third paragraph, it says, “They are all excited about rummaging through a new box of 

books to read.” What does the word rummaging mean? Why do you think this? Use the context to 

help you determine the meaning of this word.  

 

I think the word ‘rummaging’ means looking through or going through. The children will want to see what 

books are in the box so they will have to look through the books in the box. I tried substituting both and the 

sentence made sense and sounded good. “They are all excited about looking through a new box of books to 

read.”  
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TEACHER REFERENCE 

 

Thailand - Watch for these important vocabulary words as you read: 

• literacy (adjective) 

• remote (adjective) 

• mountainous (adjective) 

• slates (noun) 

• terrain (noun) 

• transformed (verb) 

• refurbished (verb) 

 

1.  Why are there no schools or libraries in the Omkoi region of Thailand? Use details from the text 

to support your answer. 

 

The Omkoi region of Thailand is in northern Thailand. That area must have jungles because the text said 

something about “bringing books to the remote villages in the jungle.” The text said you can only get to these 

villages by foot. That would make it hard to get any supplies to the Omkoi region, supplies that would be needed 

to build schools and libraries. 

 

2.  How many people does the Books-by-Elephant program help to educate? Use details from the 

text to support your answer. 

 

According to the text, the Books-by-Elephant program educates about 2,000 people in the Omkoi region in 37 

villages.  

 

3.  Why did police in Bangkok create the “Library Train for Young People?” Use details from the text 

to support your answer. 

 

The police in Bangkok created the “Library Train for Young People” to help the homeless children have a safe 

place to go. The transformed old train carriages into libraries and classrooms.  

 

4.  Reread phrases from two sentences in this excerpt about Thailand:  

                                                         -------------------- 

What does the word transformed mean? Why do you think this? Use the context to help you 

determine the meaning of this word.  

 

I think the word ‘transformed’ might mean changed or made into or turned into. I tried all of these phrases 

in the sentence and they all made sense and the sentence seemed to say the same thing. “The police have 

even changed the area around the train into a garden, where they grow herbs and vegetables.” 
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TEACHER REFERENCE 

 

Zimbabwe - Watch for these important vocabulary words as you read: 

• rural (adjective) 

• province (noun) 

• paved (adjective) 

• nurture (verb) 

• inaccessible (adjective) 

• capabilities (noun) 

• agricultural (adjective) 

• semiarid (adjective) 

• plateau (noun) 

 

1.  In the area outside of Bulawayo, how do people get from place to place? Use details from the text 

to support your answer. 

 

According to the text, the people in the area outside of Bulawayo travel on foot or by donkey cart. There aren’t 

many paved roads. There’s mostly just sandy trails.  

 

 

2.  Reread paragraph 2.  

 

Why is using a donkey cart better than using a vehicle like a car or truck? Use details from the text 

to support your answer. 

 

Using a donkey cart is better than using a vehicle because there aren’t many paved roads. The donkey carts can 

drive on the sandy trails better than a vehicle like a car or truck.  

 

3.  What does the Rural Libraries and Resources Programme plan to soon bring to people in the 

rural regions? Use details from the text to support your answer. 

 

The Rural Libraries and Resources Programme plans to bring a [computer, satellite, Internet, fax capabilities] to 

the people in the rural regions soon.  

 
 

4.  In the fifth paragraph, it says, “Since this is an agricultural society, older readers want books on 

farming.” What does the word agricultural mean? Why do you think this? Use the context to help 

you determine the meaning of this word.  

 

 I think the word ‘agricultural’ has something to do with farming. I think this because it said the older readers 

want books on farming. So maybe they are farmers in that area so they live in an agricultural center. 
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Country Vocabulary Cards 
 

 

Finland  
 

• skirts (verb) – goes around 

• archipelago (noun) – a group of islands 

• populated (verb) – lived in 

• scrambling (verb) – moving quickly with hands and feet 

• severe (adjective) – harsh or difficult 

• oversees (verb) – watches over or directs 

• nomadic (adjective) – traveling around 
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Country Vocabulary Cards 
 

 

Papua New Guinea  
 

• hamlet (noun) – a small village or settlement 

• remote (adjective) – distant or far 

• charitable (adjective) - generous 

• steep (adjective) – having a sharp slope 

• destination (noun) – the place where someone is going 

• ford (verb) – to cross at a shallow place in a river 

• ridges (noun) – a chain of hills 

• desperately (adverb) – greatly or seriously 

• gratefully (adverb) - thankfully 

• rugged (adjective) – rough or uneven 
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Country Vocabulary Cards 
 

 

Indonesia  

• means of transportation (noun phrase) – method or way of getting 
around 

 

• tugs (verb) – moves slowly 

• rummaging (verb) – looking through 

• economical (adjective) – not costing a lot of money 

• promotes (verb) – helps or encourages 

• kampongs (noun) – a small community 
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Country Vocabulary Cards 
 
 

Thailand  
 

• literacy (adjective) – reading and writing 

• remote (adjective) – distant or far 

• mountainous (adjective) – place with many mountains 

• slates (noun) – writing surfaces 

• terrain (noun) – land or ground 

• transformed (verb) – completely changed 

• refurbished (verb) – changed and improved; made better 
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Country Vocabulary Cards 
 

 

Zimbabwe  
 

• rural (adjective) – countryside area or farmland area 

• province (noun) – a political area or region 

• paved (adjective) – covered or hard 

• nurture (verb) – encourage 

• inaccessible (adjective) – hard to reach or hard to get to 

• capabilities (noun) – abilities 

• agricultural (adjective) – farming 

• semiarid (adjective) – partially dry 

• plateau (noun) – a raised flat area of land 

 


